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Abstract—Motivated by potential applications in second-lan-
guage pedagogy, we present a novel approach to using articulatory
information to improve automatic detection of typical phone-level
errors made by nonnative speakers of English—a difficult task
that involves discrimination between close pronunciations. We
describe a reformulation of the hidden-articulator Markov model
(HAMM) framework that is appropriate for the pronunciation
evaluation domain. Model training requires no direct articulatory
measurement, but rather involves a constrained and interpolated
mapping from phone-level transcriptions to a set of physically and
numerically meaningful articulatory representations. Here, we
define two new methods of deriving articulatory-based features
for classification: one, by concatenating articulatory recognition
results over eight streams representative of the vocal tract’s con-
stituents; the other, by calculating multidimensional articulatory
confidence scores within these representations based on general
linguistic knowledge of articulatory variants. After adding these
articulatory features to traditional phone-level confidence scores,
our results demonstrate absolute reductions in combined error
rates for verification of segment-level pronunciations produced by
nonnative speakers in the ISLE corpus by as much as 16%–17%
for some target segments, and a 3%–4% absolute improvement
overall.

Index Terms—Articulatory features, hidden-articulator Markov
model (HAMM), language learning, nonnative speech, pronuncia-
tion evaluation, reading assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRONUNCIATION evaluation is the discrimination of cat-
egories of pronunciation based on the variability expected

in speech. Whereas traditional speech recognition is concerned
with identifying the features common to all spoken realizations
of a phoneme, word, or phrase, the automatic pronunciation
evaluation task intends to detect the often subtle contrast be-
tween one realization and another, and to quantify this differ-
ence. This calls for the establishment of a reference abstract
pronunciation model—the canonical form—against which all
realizations can be compared, and naturally lends itself to ap-
plications in the area of second-language acquisition, in which a
student’s pronunciation will be assessed relative to a “gold stan-
dard.” With these pedagogical applications in mind, for nonna-
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tive speakers we define our canonical reference to be what lin-
guists often call the single “citation form” [1]—the formalized
lexical pronunciation of words when spoken in isolation, which
students of a foreign language are expected to produce when
practicing their new tongue.

The expected deviants from the canonical form can be
modeled in a number of ways and on various time-scales,
traditionally referred to as the segmental, suprasegmental, and
articulatory feature levels. A segment-level pronunciation error
we define here as the substitution of a phoneme or sequence
of phonemes, with respect to the canonical form. A phoneme
is an abstract but unambiguous unit (or “segment”) of speech,
and the term phone is given to a specific realization of that
unit; by definition, a sound is a phoneme if simply changing
that sound can change the meaning of a word [1]. In English,
certain events within a phone will not change the meaning
of the word they compose nor the phonemes that make up
that word, so these variants—called “allophonic”—necessarily
occur below the segmental level. Pronunciation mistakes in
the subphonemic or articulatory feature scale are those which
result in a segment- or word-level substitution; for example, a
lengthy voice onset time (VOT) in the consonant /d/ can lead
to the perceived substitution of /t/ [1], [2]. Suprasegmental
pronunciation errors may encompass several phonemes and
involve longer-scale variations in prosody, including those of
syllabic or word-level stress [3]. The set of expected errors
may be arbitrarily large, of course. To constrain the search
space, past work in modeling pronunciation variants or errors
has derived these expected forms with rule-based or statistical
methods of transforming the canonical representation. The
rule-based methods [4], [5] are grounded on firm linguistic
theory and expected usage, and allow for a generalized and
unsupervised approach to future, unseen datasets, but statistical
analysis [6]–[8] can estimate probabilistic models for each
rule’s application, and will sometimes show a certain rule to be
statistically insignificant for specific cases.

In this paper, we choose to focus on segmental pronun-
ciation errors and, more specifically, those which can be
modeled as systematic—i.e., phonologically or statistically
predictable—based on prior knowledge of the speaker’s native
language and the data set. Our goal is to discriminate between
a canonical segment and any of its substitutions in nonnative
speech, to disambiguate between a close approximation of the
canonical form and a true pronunciation error. It is the system-
atic substitutions—the ones a speaker produces unconsciously
by the “phonological transfer” from his native tongue—which
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are most difficult to correct and therefore most important to
practice [9].

This evaluation of pronunciation on the phone level is essen-
tially one formulation of the traditional hypothesis verification
task. In verifying that an observation utterance fits a target
model , we calculate the posterior probability

(1)

by approximating where is a
general or specific substitution (or “filler”) model. If we assume
equal priors, this becomes the likelihood ratio (or “confidence
score”)

(2)

and we decide in favor of verification if for some
threshold . Many different types of filler models have been
proposed, depending on the application. A typical baseline
approach is to make the filler be a generalized “garbage” model
for all speech, either on the phone or word level, though a
specific set of “cohort” models can improve these scores’
reliability [10]–[13]. In the domain of speaker identification
and speaker verification, a complex set of “impostor” models is
used as the discriminative filler [14].

In the past, the detection and correction of pronunciation er-
rors on the phone level has relied on this general approach to
verification and scoring, given a set of trained phoneme models
[7], [8]. However, even when performing verification on the seg-
ment level, a strictly phonemic representation might not tell
the “whole story” about the nature of a systematic mistake.
Consider the common substitution of /s/ for /z/ made by native
German speakers in such English words as “dessert” and “warn-
ings,” as predicted by German orthography and phonology [9].
Though distinct phonetic units, both phonemes in question share
a common Place and Manner assignment in terms of articula-
tion—alveolar fricative—and differ only in that /z/ is voiced
and /s/ is not. This type of “close” substitution, this overlap be-
tween the canonical form and its common substitutions once
factored into the articulatory domain, is the rule rather than the
exception when it comes to nonnative speech. To model such
an error in terms of parameterized articulatory motion has more
explanatory power than to treat it as a simple substitution. We
begin this study with the hypothesis that the sorts of insights of-
fered by articulatory information will allow us to discriminate
between the canonical form and its close segmental substitu-
tions in nonnative speech more astutely than with the more am-
biguous phonemic models alone.

Articulatory representations of speech have been used to im-
prove accuracy in such tasks as speaker verification [15], general
speech recognition [16], [17], pronunciation modeling [5], and
spectrally impoverished or whispery speech recognition [18].
However, direct articulatory measurement and transcription is

not always available (especially for nonnative speech), and not
all articulatory representations are suitable for the pronunciation
evaluation task. In this paper, we present a rule-based method for
deriving useful articulatory representations from phoneme-level
transcriptions. With these representations, we train models for
our articulatory derivations as well as standard phoneme models
using the same traditional spectral features. We then show how
these models can be used to generate novel features and confi-
dence scores for segment-level pronunciation verification. We
intend to show that features derived from an articulatory repre-
sentation, when combined with traditional phonemic features,
will improve verification accuracy in phone-level evaluation.
Moreover, we approach it with the dearth of human input de-
manded by automated language-learning applications.

Section II presents the corpora used in this study, and in
Section III, we give some background on work in articulatory
representations, and explain our own chosen representation.
Section IV describes the model training procedure for these
representations, while Section V outlines several new methods
for deriving features from these models. Section VI explains
the pronunciation evaluation experiments performed, based
on these features, and Section VII discusses the results. In
Sections VIII and IX, we conclude and present some ideas for
future work in this area.

This is an expansion and reformulation of similar work re-
ported previously in [19].

II. CORPORA

The data used in our experiments were compiled by the Uni-
versity of Leeds in their ISLE corpus [9]. These recordings con-
sist of 46 adult Intermediate British English learners who are na-
tive speakers of either Italian or German—23 of each. Utterance
prompts were complete sentences designed to highlight specific
difficulties English learners typically encounter in pronouncing
single phone minimal pairs, phone clusters, and primary stress
minimal pairs. The recordings were automatically segmented
by a forced-aligner. These transcriptions were then augmented
on the phone level by a team of five linguists to reflect each
speaker’s pronunciation. However, no effort was made to cor-
rect discrepancies in the automatic segmentation times. Conse-
quently, this means that the derivation of our features is fully
automated, though the test set annotations provide a reference
for assessing our method’s performance.

For comparison with the nonnative results, additional experi-
ments on native speakers were done using the MOCHA-TIMIT
corpus [20] and the IViE corpus [21], both of which are
composed of read British English of the sort the ISLE corpus
students were learning to speak—we used 43 Southern British
speakers in all. Though the pronunciation of native speakers
does not diverge from the canonical in the same way as that
of nonnative speakers, experiments on these corpora can legit-
imize our proposed features for assessment of native speech,
in which the usefulness of articulatory information has already
been well documented elsewhere.
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III. ARTICULATORY REPRESENTATIONS

A. Previous Work

Let us begin by defining some terms. By an articulatory
representation we mean any convention of spoken language
transcription that uses symbols denoting an abstraction of
an underlying speech production mechanism or position (as
opposed to symbols that represent abstractions of perceptual or
semantic phenomena). Often, an articulatory representation will
span multiple streams, which is to say that the symbols used in
the representation can be grouped based on their relevant com-
ponents. We refer to the symbols that compose these streams as
articulatory classes. One example stream could be the Manner
of articulation, and its classes may include Fricative, Stop, and
Vowel. Another stream could be the degree of Lip Rounding,
with classes of perhaps Rounded, Neutral, and Spread.

Many variations on the idea of representing speech through
an articulatory framework already exist, though the fundamental
methodology has relied either on articulatory measurement, or
a mapping to the articulatory feature domain from a higher-
level representation (ordinarily that of phonemes). Electromag-
netic or electropalatal measurement as used in [22] is sometimes
costly, though still appealing for the pronunciation evaluation
task because of the concrete physical referents for any models
derived therefrom—it allows us to “point to” the observable dif-
ferences in production among realizations, and we may make
our class assignments as specific as the resolution of our vocal
tract imaging permits. As yet, no known corpus of direct ar-
ticulatory measurement possesses the same scope of nonnative
variability as the ISLE recordings.

As for the rule-based approaches to generating an expected
articulatory representation from phonemic transcriptions, sev-
eral class and feature configurations have been proposed, all
grounded in articulatory feature theory [1]. The feature assign-
ments defined by Kirchoff in [16]—Voicing, Manner, Place,
Front-Back, and Rounding—have served as an appropriate
baseline for the experiments reported in [15], [18], and [23],
but are perhaps too abstract and coarse to be of much use in
pronunciation evaluation or language learning applications. An
ideal articulatory representation for this task should allow for
differences between vowels subtler than simply Low or High,
Rounded or Unrounded, and so on. In this paradigm, the model
configurations for certain pairs of often substituted vowels are
not always distinct, making them theoretically impossible to
classify automatically. A good example is the substitution of /i:/
for /I/ frequently made by Italian learners of English—[16]’s
feature space renders them both as high, front vowels, without
distinction. In addition, all classes within a given articulatory
stream should, when taken as a group, delineate a graduated
physical progression within that stream. This is necessary to
ensure that the models derived from each stream will represent
pronunciation-dependent variations in articulatory motion over
time; we should be able to visualize the overlapping motion of
each vocal tract component, so as to parameterize the unique
qualities of each pronunciation realization effectively. This is
not possible, though, if we treat all abstract Place models as

members of the same stream, as in [16]; a Labial articulation
concerns the lips, whereas a Velar articulation concerns the
tongue and soft palate—they should be evaluated and tracked
separately. As another example, if an abstract Manner classifier
requires a mutual exclusion between Nasal and Vowel classes
(as [16] has done), this disallows the possibility of classifying
a nasalized vowel into both categories.

Acoustic modeling of an articulatory representation can be
done using traditional spectral features—cepstral coefficients,
for example—and any statistical classifier. Previous studies
have shown success in articulatory modeling using neural
networks [16]. Hidden-articulator Markov models (HAMMs)
were first proposed by Richardson et al. in [17] as a method of
incorporating articulatory information into the existing hidden
Markov model framework that dominates traditional speech
recognition. HAMMs have been used to improve speech recog-
nition performance when used in combination with traditional
HMMs, and also show a robustness to noise previously unseen
in phoneme-based acoustic modeling [24]. This is remarkable
in light of the fact that both HAMMs and phonemic HMMs
are trained on the same spectral features, so it is really just
the augmented representation which is responsible for this
improvement in model performance.

A hidden Markov model consists of states, each with an
output density modeling the probability that state
“generates” the speech observation , and a set of transition
probabilities such that models the probability of a tran-
sition from state to state [25]. We assume that, given a
model , the joint probability of a sequence of observations

and their underlying “hidden” sequence
of states can be calculated as the
product of all output and transition probabilities over that
sequence, as follows:

(3)

The state sequence is not in general known, so we must compute
an observation’s likelihood given a model by summing over all
possible state sequences, as follows:

(4)

where and are model entry and exit states, re-
spectively. In the case of an HAMM, the hidden state sequence
represents changes in the speech spectrum over time within a
particular articulatory class or vector of such classes, rather than
over the more abstract phoneme units ordinarily represented by
HMMs.

Each HAMM state proposed in [17] represents what is
called an articulatory configuration—a vector of integers

over streams where and
is the cardinality of stream . A similar “feature-bundle”

state was proposed by Sun and Deng in [4] but without the nu-
merical mapping. This integer representation is advantageous
for several reasons. It treats each stream as a set of discrete
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TABLE I
OUR ARTICULATORY FEATURE SPACE. NOTE THE NUMERICAL MAPPING

AND GRADUAL PHYSICAL PROGRESSION AMONG CLASSES WITHIN

A GIVEN STREAM, PROPORTIONAL TO THE INTEGERS

CHOSEN TO REPRESENT THOSE CLASSES

articulatory classes, isomorphically mapping numerical values
to physical positions for factored tracking of movement over
time. This permitted [17] to mathematically impose a set of
static and dynamic constraints on state transitions, so that the
streams could move asynchronously but still adhere to the
physical properties of the vocal tract.

In [17], the articulatory representation was derived from
phone-level transcripts such that some configurations necessary
for constrained transition would not be seen in the training
data—i.e., no phoneme mapped to many configurations which
were still physically possible and were needed for modeling the
transitions between phones. The integer representation allowed
[17] to interpolate the models for these meta-phonemic states
as the Cartesian product of the phoneme-trained states. This
required the estimation of several hundred thousand HAMM
parameters—one disadvantage of modeling a complete config-
uration vector rather than the individual streams.

One related approach, implemented by Livescu and Glass in
[5] and Wester et al. in [26], is to model the articulatory repre-
sentation as a dynamic Bayesian network in which each hidden
state is factored into its respective streams, allowing for train-
able probabilistic dependencies among them. As a modification
to the original HAMM definition stated above, this means that

can be calculated as the product of output and tran-
sition probabilities as well as the probability of asynchronous
movement among the parameterized states in . For speech
recognition purposes, this is an improvement over the approach
in [4], [17] because it not only allows for fixed constraints in
allowable articulatory configurations, but succeeds in modeling
the relative probability of one configuration over another.

B. Choice of Representation and Modeling

Chosen because of their fine-grained taxonomy in con-
crete physical terms, the articulatory representation used in
this study (enumerated in Table I) is based primarily on the

Fig. 1. British English (BBC newscaster) vowel chart with numerical map-
pings, after [1]. This illustrates the relationship between the tongue frontness
and tongue height streams.

Fig. 2. A 3-D representation of the relation between the lip rounding, tongue
frontness, and tongue height streams in cardinal and secondary English vowels,
after [1]. Think of this as a rotation of Fig. 1, to reveal the lip rounding dimen-
sion. This also explains the numerical mapping assignments for the lip rounding
stream.

mapping and modeling proposed in [17], but with some im-
portant differences. First, we make many modifications to
[17]’s phone-to-articulator mapping, based on our interest in
modeling speech that is specifically nonnative. The students
in the ISLE corpus were learning British English, so most of
the mappings in [17] for American English do not serve as
appropriate reference-points—particularly those for the relative
tongue positions of the vowels. These we determine anew by
drawing from Ladefoged’s charts of BBC newscaster English
and relative lip rounding of the cardinal and secondary vowels
[1], here reflected in Figs. 1 and 2. We also incorporate Lade-
foged’s rules for allophonic variability in English, but omit
many of them because they do not apply to our chosen represen-
tation, or are not generalizable to nonnative speakers, or both.
For example, the rule that a glottal stop / / substitutes for /t/
when preceding an alveolar nasal is omitted because neither our
articulatory representation nor the ISLE corpus’ phoneme set
accounts for the glottal stop; furthermore, Ladefoged suggests
this rule applies to “many”—but not all—accents of English.
The final set of four contextual rules we used are as follows.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the three steps involved in automatically deriving an ar-
ticulatory-level representation from phone-level transcriptions, as explained in
Section III-B.

• A vowel preceding a nasal consonant will also be nasal-
ized.

• Voiced stops and affricates become unvoiced when syllable
initial.

• Stops are unexploded when occurring immediately before
another stop.

• Alveolar consonants become dental in anticipation of a
subsequent dental consonant.

The algorithm for expanding phone-level transcriptions to a
sequence of expected articulatory representations involves three
steps. First, a phone is mapped directly to its expected articula-
tory configuration, in eight dimensions; charts of this mapping,
derived from [1] and [17] are given in the Appendix. Then, based
on its context, the expected configuration is perhaps changed
to one of its allophonic variants, based on the above rules. Fi-
nally, the overall transcript for the entire utterance is interpo-
lated so as to adhere to the physical constraints of the vocal tract.
No model states may be skipped in the transcripts’ numerical
transitions (unless transcribed Silence intervenes) because they
represent a discrete sequence of positions. For example, a tran-
sition of the Tongue Frontness stream from Back (class 0) to
Front (class 4) must first pass through all intermediate classes
(1 through 3), because that is what a real tongue would do. In
this way, without the need for vocal tract imaging, we can gen-
erate a series of articulations for a phone sequence, for use as
an abstract standard of expected behavior from which all model
parameters for this articulatory representation may be derived.
This representation is ultimately synchronous with the original
phoneme labels, though the models derived from them need not
perform synchronously. In a sense it is also noncausal because
the present articulatory class is always dependent on future con-
textual information. See Fig. 3 for a graphical depiction of our
transcription expansion technique.

Our modeling method also owes a debt to the HAMMs of
[17] but, like the method of representation, the models have
been adapted to suit the domain of nonnative speech evalua-
tion. Rather than treating each possible configuration of articu-
latory classes as a unique hidden state—something of a “meta-
phoneme”—we designed a separate set of hidden-articulator
Markov Models for each of the eight streams (Jaw, Lip Sepa-
ration, etc.), and trained each set independently. This allowed
for free asynchrony among the articulators, so that the results
might mimic the overlapping behavior of a true vocal tract’s

constituent parts. It also permitted the generation of indepen-
dent bigram models specific to each stream, and simplified the
training and testing process, since in this quantization scheme
no feature has more than five classes, compared to the several
thousand states trained in the previous work of [17].

These simplifications rest on the assumption of independent
motion among these eight articulator streams, which in a dif-
ferent study might not be valid—it allows for results that could
potentially violate the fundamental physical constraints of the
human vocal tract (e.g., dependencies between the jaw position
and lip separation, tongue tip and tongue body, etc.). However,
the point of this project is not to build an articulator-based
speech recognizer or even a general phoneme recognizer, in
both of which such constraints would be more important.
Rather, we intend to demonstrate improved discrimination
between canonical and noncanonical pronunciations in articu-
latory feature space, regardless of the accuracy in recognizing
any of the individual articulatory streams (the true transcripts of
which we do not know). Verification in this domain may in fact
perform better under an assumption of independence. The true
articulation may diverge from its expected mapping, especially
in the case of a segmental substitution. Disallowing physically
impossible articulatory configurations from the recognition
results may limit the representation of fine pronunciation dis-
tinctions within articulatory feature space. With well-trained
models, if the results point toward a physically unlikely articu-
lation, it could signify the presence of a pronunciation mistake,
and that is exactly what we intend to detect.

IV. MODEL TRAINING

The goal of the experiments in this study is to show that
features derived from models trained on an articulatory
representation, when combined with features derived from tra-
ditional phoneme models, can be used to evaluate a nonnative
speaker’s segment-level pronunciation more accurately than
with segmental features alone. This required us to train tradi-
tional phoneme models as well as articulatory-based models,
both based on the Block D recordings of the ISLE corpus of
nonnative speech, described in Section II. Block D consists
of read sentences in both question-and-answer and “I said X,
not Y” forms, designed to contrast spellings ordinarily difficult
for nonnative speakers. For the Italian and German speakers
combined, this Block of recordings totals about 5 h of training
speech.

We trained separate phone-level hidden Markov models for
the native German and Italian speakers in the ISLE corpus using
standard techniques. The first 12 Mel cepstral frequency coef-
ficients (MFCCs) (plus delta, acceleration, and normalized en-
ergy coefficients) were extracted every 10 ms using a window
size of 16 ms. These features were then used to initialize three-
state context-independent HMMs over the ISLE phone set (plus
Silence and generalized phone-level filler models), using seg-
mentation times from the automatic alignment provided by the
corpus’ transcriptions. The models were then refined with em-
bedded reestimation and by updating the number of mixtures per
state to 16. Context-dependent models were not trained because
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all of our HMM alignment-based features were to be decoded
over segments taken in isolation, and not over an entire word or
phrase.

Eight different sets of HAMMs—one set for each of the
articulatory streams enumerated in Table I—were also trained,
again keeping the native German and Italian speakers separate.
All model parameters and topology were the same as for
the phone models except the training procedure was slightly
different. The ISLE corpus does not provide transcripts below
the segment level, so we mapped the phoneme transcriptions
to a sequence of articulatory classes—paramaterized in eight
streams—according to the convention outlined in Section III-B.
For this new articulatory expansion, we did not have a reli-
able segmentation (especially for articulatory motion within
a phone) so the HAMMs were initialized using a flat-start
procedure, then updated with embedded reestimation.

For purposes of articulatory recognition over an entire utter-
ance, we also trained a bigram articulation model for transitions
among articulatory classes in each of the eight streams, based on
our interpolated transcripts. A bigram model assumes that the
current articulatory position for a given stream depends only on
the position immediately preceding it. The purpose of this was
to steer the recognizer away from physically unlikely transitions
within each of the eight streams, e.g., if the current Tongue Tip
recognition result is Low (class 0) then the next recognition re-
sult can either stay in that position or move to Neutral (class
1). The interpolated transcripts were also constrained as such,
therefore the bigram model derived from them would be as well.
And a simple bigram model is sufficient to capture these transi-
tion rules.

All model training was done using HTK [25]. Comparable
models for native speakers of British English were trained
using the Southern speakers of the IViE corpus and half of the
MOCHA-TIMIT database, which both consist of phonetically
balanced read speech, totaling about 1 h of training data.

V. DERIVATION OF FEATURES

We propose three types of features for this verification
problem. The first type are confidence scores derived from
likelihoods based on alignment of traditional phone-level
HMMs. Though they have been shown to provide complemen-
tary information to phonemic models, HAMMs alone do not
perform as well as phone models in basic recognition tasks
[17]. These HMM scores serve as a tool for both baseline
experiments and ones in conjunction with features derived
from articulatory models, to be combined in a decision tree
framework in Section VI. We divide articulatory-based features
into two categories: those based on articulatory recognition
results (represented by integers as explained in Section III);
and those which are confidence scores for the expected artic-
ulation in each of the eight streams, directly analogous to the
alignment-based HMM scores. We explain details about these
feature sets below.

TABLE II
RELATIVE SUBSTITUTION PROBABILITIES FOR COMMONLY MISPRONOUNCED

PHONEMES, FOR THE ISLE CORPUS’ NATIVE GERMAN SPEAKERS. THE

PROBABILITIES FOR A GIVEN TARGET MAY NOT ADD UP TO 1 BECAUSE ALL

SUBSTITUTIONS OF LESS THAN 0.01 PROBABILITY HAVE BEEN DISREGARDED

A. Traditional HMM Confidence Scores

In Section I, we gave some background on pronunciation
evaluation using confidence scores estimated from appropriate
filler models, for verification of the canonical form. Here we
investigate three different HMM-based fillers, based partly on
those used in [27], so as to select the best of these derived con-
fidence scores as our baseline feature.

The best use of our prior knowledge of expected substitutions
is to let the filler be a recognition network over all likely substi-
tutions in the target domain for the canonical phone in question,
with relative arc transitions derived from corpus statistics. For-
mally, we define the confidence measure’s denominator in (2)
to be

(5)

where is the segmental speech observation, is one phoneme
model (or sequence of phoneme models) in the set of expected
substitutions ( takes all values in this set), and is the prior
probability of the substitution . The resulting ratio used as our
confidence score is

(6)

where is the target phoneme’s model, and we set
on the assumption that there is only one target. This particular
confidence score, based on expectations of common phone-level
substitutions, we will refer to as in the remainder of the
paper. For a concise list of substitution statistics used in con-
structing these filler networks, please see Tables II and III.

The second proposed HMM-derived confidence measure is
based on what [27] calls a “phoneme loop” filler, which is iden-
tical to that of the denominator in (6), except can take values
over all phone-level HMMs, and for every and

in the complete HMM set, i.e., all substitutions are weighted
equally. The confidence score derived from this phoneme loop
filler we abbreviate as from now on.
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TABLE III
RELATIVE SUBSTITUTION PROBABILITIES FOR COMMONLY MISPRONOUNCED PHONEMES, FOR THE ISLE CORPUS’ NATIVE ITALIAN SPEAKERS. THE PROBABILITIES

FOR A GIVEN TARGET MAY NOT ADD UP TO 1 BECAUSE ALL SUBSTITUTIONS OF LESS THAN 0.01 PROBABILITY HAVE BEEN DISREGARDED

A third filler we define as a generalized segment-level HMM
trained on all phonemes. Its confidence measure is calculated as

(7)

where is the target phoneme and is the generalized filler.

B. Articulatory Confidence Scores

In a manner directly analogous to the derivation of the HMM
alignment scores, we generated articulatory alignment confi-
dence scores over all eight articulation streams by constructing
ratios of target to filler likelihoods. However, unlike the
HMM-based confidence score, these target and filler models re-
quired only a general knowledge of articulatory phonology and
no special prior knowledge of the corpus statistics for likely
substitutions. We define the target articulatory model for each
phone of interest as a recognition network of allowable articu-
latory classes for that particular phone and stream. For example,
all vowels are allowed to decode the Velum stream as either
Open or Closed (1 or 0 by the numerical mapping), since in Eng-
lish the difference is not contrastive—a nasalized vowel is only
an allophonic variant of that vowel, not an entirely new phonetic
unit. We define the filler model against which the target is com-
pared as the recognition network of all unallowable articulation
classes within that stream, for the phone in question—the com-
plement of the target network. This includes decoding Silence
as one unallowable articulation. No weights are assigned to the
arcs of these recognition networks because, unlike the phonemic
substitutions, the articulation statistics for the ISLE corpus are
not available.

Formally, for a segment-level speech observation , we de-
fine a vector of articulatory confidence scores in streams,

, where

(8)

is one of allowable (target) articulatory classes for this seg-
ment, and is one of unallowable (filler) articulatory classes
for this segment. In our case, , and and vary de-
pending on the stream and the segment. We include Silence in
the filler network, so where is the cardinality
of stream . All scores in vector can be used as classification
features, and together the whole vector of scores will be denoted
as in the rest of the paper.

C. Articulatory Recognition

A second novel method of deriving useful features from artic-
ulatory models for segmental pronunciation discrimination is as
follows. We represent all articulatory classes within each of the
eight streams as integers, consistent with the linguistically based
method outlined in Section III. The magnitude of these integers
is proportional to the discrete positions they represent, so the re-
sults of articulatory recognition over these eight streams within
a segment of interest can in themselves serve as an eight-dimen-
sional feature vector in articulatory space—an articulatory fac-
torization of that segment.

We propose two methods of deriving these recognition-based
feature vectors. First, we argue that articulatory recognition over
an utterance (rather than just the isolated segment of interest)
using a bigram articulation model is necessary to ensure that
we capture the appropriate degree of articulatory motion within
a phoneme. The recognition results need not be synchronous
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Fig. 4. Example of recognizing eight HAMM streams and then extracting the eight-dimensional soft and centered articulatory feature vectors from them. This
correct realization of the target /w/ will be grouped with others so as to distinguish them from the class of substitution pronunciations.

with the ISLE corpus’ phone-level segmentation, which is based
on automatic alignment with the canonical pronunciation and
should therefore not be blindly trusted on the level of articula-
tion, especially if the pronounced phone differs from the canon-
ical form. If we were to perform recognition only over the in-
terval of each phone of interest, the classifier might miss crucial
articulatory transitions immediately before or after the phone’s
transcribed start and end points. A bigram model captures local
context important for classification, and, though the streams are
modeled as independent, it ensures that a physically impossible
transition is not likely to be made within any of the streams, as
explained in Sections III and IV. The articulatory recognition
segmentation may not line up perfectly with the phone-level
alignment, and may include a sequence of articulatory classes
within a given phone’s interval. This allows for multiple inter-
pretations of what should be considered the ultimate vector of
recognition results. We investigate two such methods, referred
to as centered and soft and explained in detail in the remainder
of this section.

For a speech sequence in frames, the
utterance-level articulatory recognition result for stream with
cardinality is given by

(9)

where is a sequence of integer articula-
tory class labels such that and , i.e., these
class labels can span more than one frame. Because we are using
a bigram articulations model, we compute the approximation

(10)

where each class depends only on the preceding class in its
stream. Once recognized, we choose to express as the se-
quence of integer class labels by frame— —with
the same frame-level indices as in . Now, for a segment within

this utterance beginning at frame and ending at frame , we de-
fine the segment-level articulatory recognition result in stream

two ways—
• centered:

(11)

• soft:

(12)

Combining the eight streams, one segment’s vector of recog-
nition results is . To make this vector
target-independent as a set of features, we subtract each stream’s
recognition result from the expected articulation:

where is the expected integer
class label for segment in stream ; if is expected to have ar-
ticulatory motion below the phone level, then is the mean of
all expected integer class labels within for stream . The final
feature vector reflects the distance of the recognition result
from the expected mapping of the canonical, regardless of the
target.

The centered method (its features denoted by ) is an
accepted one for evaluating articulatory recognition results,
though it ignores any articulatory motion within a phone.
For this reason, other studies that have followed [16] have
concatenated features from adjacent frames in making an
overall articulatory classification decision, on an assumption
of continuity in a local context. The soft method (its features
denoted by ) we argue is also appropriate because it com-
pensates for the artifice of quantizing articulatory motion into
discrete levels. Due to the bigram constraints of the recognition
decoding procedure and the transcript interpolation training,
motion of the recognition results within a phoneme could either
signify corresponding motion of the articulators themselves,
or simply an articulation “between” the rigidly assigned quan-
tization levels. Even for the Voicing stream, which has only
two classes (On or Off), a delay in voice onset time within a
phoneme—especially a stop consonant—can signal a nonnative
pronunciation, as investigated in [2]. Either way, for the sake of
phoneme discrimination based on articulatory information, it
may be important to incorporate this evidence of subphonemic
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TABLE IV
PSEUDOARTICULATORY-RECOGNITION ACCURACY, IN %

motion, especially in the case of phones of interest which have
expected articulatory motion within them, e.g., /t/. See Fig. 4
for a graphical depiction of this recognition-based feature
extraction algorithm.

As a final note, one may be interested in the accuracy of these
experiments in articulatory recognition. Such results cannot be
obtained other than by artificially comparing the recognizer’s
output with our own interpolated articulation transcripts, and we
do not really know if our articulatory expansion reflects the true
articulation of our speakers, especially since they are all nonna-
tive. This is one limitation of the data and evaluation presented
here, and in the absence of a true reference we choose to use the
expected mapping for the phone-level transcriptions, which we
deem sufficient for the task at hand. These results are reported
in Table IV, simply as a preliminary test of model suitability.
They appear to be consistent with similar baseline results such
as the “segment error” reported in [23], though for our nonna-
tive Velum and Voicing streams there was an excess of inser-
tions. Compared to the native speaker results, the better relative
performance of many of the nonnative speech streams can be
attributed to the larger size of the nonnative training set.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experiments With Nonnative Speech

For binary classification, the Italian and German test sets
consisted of equal proportions of canonical and substitution
pronunciations for every target segment of interest. All canon-
ical realizations of all segments were regarded as members of
one class, and all substitution errors were regarded as members
of a second class, independent of the target segment to which
each error belonged. The most consistently difficult English
phonemes for the German and Italian speakers in the ISLE
corpus are listed in [9]—these include phonemes difficult for
students to remember because of the idiosyncrasies of English
orthography, and phonemes difficult for nonnative speakers
to produce because they do not exist in their native language.
Those used in our test sets are given in Tables II and III, along
with their substitution probabilities. Our test items were taken
from the ISLE corpus’ Block E, F, and G recordings—read sen-
tences typical of the kind language learners might need while
traveling on a holiday or ordering food in a restaurant. Though
all speakers were included in both our training and test sets,

Fig. 5. DET curves for all nonnative speakers, German and Italian, over the
three HMM-based confidence measures.

we argue that this is permissible given that these methods will
most likely be incorporated into a language-learning system
that makes use of speaker-dependent features from registered
students.

Though we only examined 12 difficult target phonemes, their
systematic errors account for about 30%–40% of all phone-level
substitutions in the ISLE corpus. Moreover, they encompass dif-
ferent types of mistakes over various articulatory streams. The
expected articulation for /v/ differs from its most common sub-
stitution, /f/, only in terms of Voicing. The phone /I/ and its most
common substitution, /i/, differ by Jaw position, Lip Separation,
and Tongue Height. The Italian speakers would often insert a
velar stop, /g/, after pronunciation of the velar nasal, / /, via
subphonemic motion in just the Tongue Height and Velum. Our
test set can be regarded as representative of the corpus at large,
over many different types of substitutions.

From among the three phone-level confidence scores de-
scribed in Section V-A, a baseline was selected by plotting their
detection error tradeoff (DET) curves illustrating rates of false
rejection versus false acceptance of the canonical pronunciation
over various operating points. These curves were generated by
varying the verification threshold as explained in Section I.
Results for all nonnative speakers are shown in Fig. 5. The
curve with the lowest error on the equal error rate (EER) line,

, was taken as our nonnative baseline feature.
To combine these baseline scores with the new articulatory

scores proposed in Section V, we used the Weka Toolkit’s
implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [28]. This decision
tree method struck us as the best of the available automatic
techniques for several reasons. One, because it allowed for a
combination of continuous and discrete features—the
and articulatory recognition results alongside phonemic
and articulatory confidence scores. In a study such as [27], all
combinations of confidence scores were defined by optimizing
a threshold on the sum of those scores, but this was not desirable
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Fig. 6. German speakers’ classification results over various combinations of
features, for the complete test set.

in our case, since the and features were defined
on entirely different scales. However, this did require us to
report each feature combination result for just one operating
point—the one determined by the trained decision tree—rather
than over a range of points. The tree also facilitated the pruning
of redundant features, and we expected some features to be
unnecessary in certain cases. For example, all the expected
substitutions for / / when uttered by German learners of Eng-
lish are also vowels (/ /, / /, / /, and / /), and so we would not
expect much discrimination between canonical and erroneous
pronunciations in terms of Voicing stream features. Finally, for
a verification problem such as this, a decision tree’s method of
setting multiple sequential thresholds on many confidence-like
features seemed like a logical extension of the traditional veri-
fication method of setting one threshold on just one confidence
score, as introduced in Section I.

In the baseline case of just one feature—the phone-level con-
fidence score—the tree would consist of one root node and two
leaves (one each for the canonical and substitution classes), with
threshold optimized by the same information gain maximization
criterion used to set all thresholds in a larger tree. The trees were
trained and evaluated using a tenfold cross-validation of the en-
tire test set. Classification results in terms of false acceptance
and false rejection of the canonical for various combinations of
features are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. Additional results were ob-
tained over subsets divided by target segment, with the same test
procedure, and are reported in Tables VI and VII.

B. Native Speaker Experiments

The native speaker test set, taken from the remaining half
of the MOCHA-TIMIT database not used in training (one
speaker), was constructed somewhat differently. Our strict
definition of the canonical form in Section I does not apply to
literate native speakers, who will frequently introduce nonlex-
ical pronunciation variants into read speech—these are not

Fig. 7. Italian speakers’ classification results over various combinations of fea-
tures, for the complete test set.

TABLE V
TARGET SEGMENTS AND THEIR SUBSTITUTIONS, FOR THE

NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKER TEST SET

really “errors” in the same sense as those made by nonnative
speakers. The substitution instances for each target had to be
selected artificially, based on segments which are perceptually
confusable and produced in our test database, but which the
speaker did not actually substitute erroneously when faced with
the target prompt.

Based on the most common phonemes in spoken English as
reported in [29], we chose four vowels and five consonants as
our targets. Substitutions for the consonants were other conso-
nants which had the same expected manner of articulation and
voicing features. Vowel substitutions were chosen based on each
target’s three closest vowels in Fig. 1. All targets and substitu-
tions used in this native test set are given in Table V. As in the
nonnative test sets, we maintained equal proportions of canon-
ical and substitution instances for each target.

Fig. 8 reports the DET curves for the potential native speaker
baseline scores. The confidence score derived from the substi-
tution filler was not available in the native case because
the test set was not composed of true substitutions, and so no
corpus statistics were used. Numerical and graphical classifica-
tion results for the native speaker are presented in Table VIII
and Fig. 9; the same decision tree feature combination method
as in the nonnative experiments was used here.

VII. DISCUSSION

In Fig. 5, the score with the lowest EER over the set of
nonnative speech is that of the substitution filler which
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Fig. 8. DET curves for the Native British English speaker, over both HMM-
based confidence measures.

we take as our baseline feature, though it performs only slightly
better than the generalized filler, indicating that knowledge of
corpus statistics is maybe not necessary to calculate an accept-
able baseline confidence measure. From the two nonnative plots
of various feature combinations (Figs. 6 and 7) we can discern
that, in general, the new articulatory features alone ( ,

, and ) do not consistently perform with combined
error rate lower than the baseline (which is in keeping with
the findings of [17] and [27]), but when the phone-level and
HAMM-derived features are combined, false acceptance is
usually reduced and the combined overall error rate is lower.
In foreign language practice, too many false rejections will
frustrate and discourage the student, but too many false accep-
tances is probably less desirable, as that may undermine the
learning process. Which error is more costly really depends on
the student and the task, but we judged one feature combination
better than another if the combined classification error rate was
lower, i.e., if the operating point in Figs. 6 and 7 was closer to
the origin. The baseline classification result is skewed
to the side of more false acceptance than rejection, but the
addition of articulatory information serves to balance the error
rates, and in these plots we can see a certain reduction in the
false acceptance rate for those feature sets.

The numerical nonnative classification results reported
in Tables VI and VII show overall statistically significant
improvements over the baseline with the addition of our
HAMM-derived features, but this is not consistent for every
target segment subset. Here a significant reduction in the
combined error rate is defined by a p-value of 0.05 or less
using McNemar’s test (denoted in bold in the tables). Even
in the case of an overall improvement, often a large reduction
in false rejection is accompanied by a small increase in false
acceptance, or vice versa. If some of the target-dependent
subsets allowed for less (or no) improvement over the baseline,
this is probably because the baseline score generalizes well to

Fig. 9. Native British English speaker classification results over various com-
binations of features, for the complete test set.

discriminate between the canonical form and its substitutions
in such a limited test set. Over the complete test set, just one
baseline threshold may not be optimal for all target words,
and so the addition of articulatory features offers significant
reductions in classification error.

The best feature set overall, for both Italian and German
speakers, was the combination, which
offered a 3%–4% absolute reduction in combined classification
error rate over the baseline for the complete test set, and as high
as a 16%–17% absolute improvement for individual segments
(e.g., /t/ for the German speakers). However, this combination
did not perform significantly better than ,
so we cannot conclude that the soft method of extracting artic-
ulatory recognition-based features was more appropriate than
the centered method.

More than the Germans, the Italian speakers had several
individual segments with error rates not reduced by the ad-
dition of articulatory information. This difference in results
for the two speaker types can be attributed to the fact that
the Italian speakers were generally less proficient in English
than the German speakers [9]. We can infer that the Italians’
mistakes in pronunciation were more dramatic and obvious
than those of the Germans who, with higher proficiency and
a native language more closely related to English, probably
introduced more subtle substitutions. Classification of these
minor differences in articulation stands to benefit the most
from articulatory features which bear pronunciation details not
captured by phone-level HMMs.

If our nonnative results seem modest in light of the fact that
these were all binary classifications tested on equal proportions
of each class, consider a couple of things. First, in [17] the
overall absolute improvement in basic word recognition offered
by combining traditional and articulatory models similar to
these was on the order of 1%–2%. Second, that [9] reported
an interannotator agreement of “at best” 70% when simply
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TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR GERMAN SPEAKERS, REPORTED AS FALSE REJECTION RATE/FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATE (IN %). ENTRIES IN BOLD

WERE SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE BASELINE (P ) WITH p � 0:05 USING MCNEMAR’S TEST

TABLE VII
RESULTS FOR ITALIAN SPEAKERS, REPORTED AS FALSE REJECTION RATE/FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATE (IN %). ENTRIES IN BOLD

WERE SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE BASELINE (P ) WITH p � 0:05 USING MCNEMAR’S TEST

TABLE VIII
NATIVE BRITISH ENGLISH SPEAKER RESULTS, REPORTED AS FALSE REJECTION RATE/FALSE ACCEPTANCE RATE (IN %). ENTRIES

IN BOLD WERE SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN THE BASELINE (PL) WITH p � 0:05 USING MCNEMAR’S TEST

deciding the phone-level location of a pronunciation error (but
not deciding what the substitution is), which is in essence what
our automatic classifier did. This indicates that often it is not a
trivial decision to attribute an abstract substitution to a single
phone location, and that perhaps pronunciation error annotation
on the subphone or suprasegmental level would achieve higher
interlabeler agreement.

We found similar results for the supplementary native Eng-
lish speaker experiments (Fig. 9 and Table VIII), though with
slightly lower error rates overall, probably because the “sub-
stitution” instances chosen artificially were easier to discrim-
inate from their so-called targets because they were not true
pronunciation mistakes but phonemes known to be perceptu-
ally confusable. For example, while the artificial errors for con-
sonants shared the target’s voicing and manner, real errors for
consonants were in many cases pronounced both with the same
manner and place of articulation as the target (see Tables II and
III), therefore making real errors more difficult to classify auto-
matically. In the native speaker case, the score derived from the
phoneme loop filler was our obvious choice for a baseline
feature, from Fig. 8. Just as for the nonnative speakers, the ad-

dition of articulatory features offered significant improvements
over the baseline error rates, both for false acceptance and rejec-
tion. This suggests the usefulness of our proposed features for
utterance verification outside the domain of second-language
pedagogy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a useful and unique method of as-
signing an articulatory representation to a phone-level transcrip-
tion. Hidden articulator Markov models trained on this repre-
sentation were used to generate novel articulatory confidence
measures and recognition-based feature vectors. These vectors
successfully reduced error rates in segment-level pronunciation
classification when combined with traditional segmental confi-
dence scores, for two types of nonnative speakers and over a
native speaker test set as well. It is remarkable to consider this
improvement in light of the fact that the articulatory models had
the same topology as the phoneme models, were trained on the
same spectral features as the phoneme models, needed no di-
rect articulatory measurement or transcription, and required no
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TABLE IX
EXPECTED BRITISH ENGLISH VOWEL ARTICULATIONS

prior knowledge of the corpus substitution statistics. This aug-
mented representation helped us to model subtler differences in
pronunciation by factoring each segment into its relevant dis-
criminative components.

IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This method of locating a segment-level pronunciation
mistake represents one important step in the complex pronun-
ciation evaluation task. Pronunciation results generated by this
algorithm should in the future be used in combination with
other—perhaps suprasegmental—scores to derive an overall
pronunciation score for a given speaker or utterance. The
feature sets could benefit from prosodic information when, for
example, distinguishing between full and reduced vowels, or
stressed and unstressed syllables.

Our proposed transcription expansion method is by no means
the only mapping that improves close phonemic discrimination
over traditional models—there is still room for optimization, de-
pending on the task. Though we incorporated a large amount
of prior information about expected English substitutions based
on our speaker set, future researchers in this area might also
include phonological constraints from the speakers’ native lan-
guage—and not just the language they are learning—when ex-
panding and interpolating the articulatory transcriptions. For ex-
ample, what allophonic variants are native German and Italian
speakers likely to produce when reading English? In addition to
segment-level substitutions, what articulation should we expect
based on Italian or German phonology? These are relevant open
questions.

Future work in this area may also choose to rely on direct
articulatory measurement for model training purposes. The
models would better reflect the true articulation, rather than
just the expected form. Such models could potentially have
a finer-grain resolution than those set forth in Table I. Both
these improvements may serve to make the discrimination
between canonical and erroneous segments more accurate. No
existing collection of articulatory data has the same degree of
nonnative speaker variability as seen in the ISLE corpus, nor
the same focus on second language acquisition and pedagogy,
and until such a corpus is created, the use of direct articulatory
measurement in this domain will be limited.

Finally, though we have shown that an assumption of depen-
dence among the streams in our representation is not neces-
sary to effect an improvement in verification accuracy, it may
be worthwhile to try modeling such a dependency in, for ex-
ample, a dynamic Bayesian network framework. As explained
in Section III, this approach would probably make articulatory
recognition more accurate, but may also decrease the variation
in recognition results—variation that may help signify the pres-
ence of a pronunciation mistake. Such a network could be im-
plemented without any changes to our centered or soft methods
of calculating features from the articulatory recognition results.

APPENDIX

Tables IX and X display the expected articulatory mappings
for British English vowels and consonants, respectively, derived
from [1] and [17]. For those with subphonemic motion, only
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TABLE X
EXPECTED BRITISH ENGLISH CONSONANT ARTICULATIONS

the start and end positions are shown here. See Table I for the
articulatory classes represented by these integers.
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